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Chapter 1011: Hello, demonic school hunk (Part 35) 

Li Si Nai’s home was more luxurious than Luo Qing Chen imagined. As soon as she entered, there was a 

large robot that was a head taller than her. 

“Big Bear, open up two bottles of the 89 wine and bring it to the entertainment room.” Li Si Nai revealed 

a somewhat proud look as his lips curled into a faint smile. 

It was like the aura of a master, with a bit of pride. 

“Yes, master!” Big Bear nodded in a cute manner. It quickly scanned his body before saying, “Master, 

your blood temperature is quite high, it’s already thirty nine degrees, please reduce it as soon as 

possible. Otherwise it will create complications like fever……” 

“Humph!” Li Si Nai raised a brow and roared, “Quickly finish your first task, what are you scanning me 

for!” 

Scanning was fine, but why did it have to say this in front of everyone. 

Didn’t it mean that he was nervous? Whose robot was this, didn’t it care about its master’s face! 

Big Bear took two steps like it was aggrieved before suddenly stopping and mechanically turning around, 

“Welcome to the two beautiful misses. You can treat this as your own home, there’s no need to be 

reserved!” 

“Puchi.” Nan Luo Ze standing on the side couldn’t help laughing as he silently gave Li Si Nai a thumbs up, 

“It really is a ‘compassionate’ robot.” 

Li Si Nai’s face was as ugly as an iceberg. This broke robot, it seemed like he had to reinstall its system. 

It was too arrogant! 

Their group followed Li Si Nai to the entertainment room where there was a very large table inside with 

the large letters of “truth or dare” written on it. 

“I’m telling you, young master Li’s truth or dare is different from others.” Nan Luo Ze took a deep look at 

Luo Qing Chen, “If you don’t tell the truth, you’ll definitely be exposed!” 

The young masters in the rich circle came to Li Si Nai’s to play often, after all, this place was like a 

paradise. 

It had everything you wanted, everything was available. 

“Why?” Luo Qing Chen’s eyes trembled as she asked in a confused voice, “It can’t be that this table can 

tell people’s hearts, right!” 

“The table can’t, but Big Bear can!” A mechanical voice sounded, which was similar to her system. 

Big Bear walked over with two bottles of wine and didn’t forget to say in a cute voice, “This beautiful 

miss, Big Bear thinks that you’re very familiar with robotic things!” 
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[The system isn’t a robot!] The proud system’s voice sounded in her mind. 

“Si.” Luo Qing Chen took a cold breath before her lips awkwardly twitching, “I feel that your eyes are 

very good!” 

“Is there something wrong with you today!” Li Si Nai gave it a cold gaze, “She’s good with machines, 

please, do you think you’ll get off easy?” 

This was the only robot in A City that had many functions and a scanning ability, right? It was priceless! 

“Master, why do you have to be angry in front of this beautiful lady! You’re losing face like this!” Big 

Bear awkwardly turned around and patted Li Si Nai’s shoulder with its soft claw. 

“Hee, hee……” Su Xiao Xiao gave a soft laugh. She stood on her tiptoes and touched the robot’s head, “It 

really is cute!” 

“You like it?” Nan Luo Ze turned and seeing Su Xiao Xiao’s face, his eyes couldn’t help turning gentle 
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“Ke, ke.” Li Si Nai cleared his throat and said, “You say it like you’re qualified to give it if they like it!” 

“You…..” Nan Luo Ze was used to Li Si Nai’s sharp tongue, but in front of Su Xiao Xiao, he wasn’t willing 

to give up. He tapped his finger on the table and said, “I will definitely make you drunk tonight!” 

Without knowing why, he suddenly became more powerful at that moment. Although he had the aura 

of a rich young master before, he was very elegant most of the time, this time—— 

He wanted to win! 

“Try it?” Li Si Nai raised a brow and pressed the button on Big Bear for ‘truth or dare’ mode. 

Big Bear mechanically read the rules of the game. 

The rules of ‘truth or dare’ are as follows: 1. Spin the wheel to choose the person answering the 

question. If you choose truth, you must tell the truth and you must take a dare if you don’t want to 

answer. 

2. There are two kinds of dares: One is drinking the 89 wine and the second is choosing someone to kiss 

(male or female). 

When Big Bear said the final words, there was a sparkle in Li Si Nai’s eyes. 

“Yi, master, what are you embarrassed about?” 

Li Si Nai tightly gritted his hand and he couldn’t stop the anger surging in his heart, “What do you care!” 

The game quickly started and the four sat down. 

Luo Qing Chen faced Li Si Nai and Su Xiao Xiao faced Nan Luo Ze. 

Based on the size of screens, the first to spin was Nan Luo Ze. 
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Before spinning, he looked at Su Xiao Xiao and muttered, “Please god, please god.” 

But god didn’t favour him. His first target was Li Si Nai. 

“……” Nan Luo Ze’s expression was clearly represented by the word ‘disappointed’. 

After all, their group had played this game too many times. Most of their secrets were known, so they 

were just playing to drink. 

Basically all the questions were, what kind of underwear are you wearing, or how big is your $#%$, or 

etc. 

But they couldn’t ask this today since there were two girls here. 

Moreover, one of them was a very introverted little sister. 

Nan Luo Ze felt a bit embarrassed thinking this. He wouldn’t be too harsh with the first question. 

After all, it could all come back and Li Si Nai would ask him a question later! 

“When was your first kiss?” 

When he asked this, the other three were stunned. 

He felt that something was wrong since for the longest time, the person sitting beside him hated women 

the most! 

So this question would be a free question, but—— 

He felt that the atmosphere became very unusual and he remembered the gossip that he heard a few 

days ago! 

Could it be……the gossip was true! 

“Ke, ke.” Li Si Nai cleared his throat and his eyes were filled with rage, but he said after a while, “Seven 

days ago.” 

“Yo, yo, check it out! Although master’s response is a bit slow, it is all true! First, when master came 

back seven days ago, I did a routine scan on him and found the strawberry scent of a girl! Second, 

master looked at his lips in the mirror for at least two hours that day!” 

Luo Qing Chen thought: Pu! This Big Bear really…..is great at assisting! 
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At the same time, Li Si Nai’s face turned dark. He turned the wheel and the arrow fell onto Nan Luo Ze. 

As the saying goes, you have to pay someone back! 

“Big brother, we’ve known each other for many years! I didn’t mean it just now, you know that!” Nan 

Luo Ze had a bit of worry in his eyes and he pursed his lips as he looked at Su Xiao Xiao with the corner 

of his eyes. 
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This was his first time he cared this much about someone’s gaze, it was worse than being stared at in 

public. 

Li Si Nai raised a brow and leaned back on the sofa. There was a sparkle in his deep eyes and his lips 

curled into a beautiful arc, “Big brother, of course I will ask the questions we normally ask!” 

Whoever invented the word feng shui really knew what they were talking about! 

“Don’t……” 

“To this point, have to had more than or less than a hundred girlfriends?” 

Luo Qing Chen even took a cold breath for Nan Luo Ze. This question really was ruthless, isn’t this asking 

how many girlfriends you’ve had? 

If you really asked this, Nan Luo Ze would naturally pick ‘dare’. 

But when the value of one hundred was spoken, everyone’s eyes naturally fell onto that one hundred. 

Su Xiao Xiao was taken aback. There was a sad look that flashed in her eyes that was very, very faint. 

If one didn’t look carefully, they wouldn’t be able to see it. 

“Dare.” Nan Luo Ze’s brows sunk as he took the red wine and drank it all down. 

Li Si Nai gave a very satisfied nod as his eyes turned even deeper. 

It was his first time seeing the elegant and gentle Nan Luo Ze worrying a little, was it for a…..girl? 

When Nan Luo Ze’s arrow fell onto Su Xiao Xiao, his slightly angry face suddenly became gentle. 

However their words following went—— 

“Classmate Su Xiao Xiao…..” 

“Un……” 

“I’m about to ask.” 

“Alright……” 

“You……You……” 

Do you have someone you like? 

These words were repeated countless times in Nan Luo Ze’s heart. 

But when he was about to say them—— 

“You…..What kind of weather do you like the most?” 

“Pu!” 

“God!” 



Luo Qing Chen and Li Si Nai looked at Nan Luo Ze with helpless looks, expressing worry about his 

awkward question! 

“Ah?” Su Xiao Xiao was surprised, but then she shyly tucked her hair behind her ear, “Cloudy days.” 

She didn’t like the sun, she didn’t feel like someone who could stand under it. 

The hot sun would burn away all her defenses, dazzling her. 

But she also didn’t like rainy days. Her grandmother’s joints would hurt during rainy days. Their family 

condition wasn’t good and she couldn’t afford warm things, so when it rained, she would put a hot 

towel on her grandmother’s feet to alleviate the pain. 

She liked cloudy days. She wasn’t dazzled by the sun and her grandmother didn’t suffer. 

“Yo, yo, check it out! This little beauty’s answer is very truthful, her heart didn’t get faster and her blood 

didn’t boil!” Big Bear turned around and looked at Su Xiao Xiao, “Since you’ve given a truthful answer, 

you get a hug from Big Bear!” 

“Ah?” When Nan Luo Ze was about to stand up to stop this, Big Bear already gave Su Xiao Xiao a hug. 
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Big Bear was different from a normal robot. It wasn’t a boxy robot, rather it was a robot doll. 

It was coffee brown and looked like a koala, but it was much cuter than a koala! 

There was a large LCD screen on its chest showing all kinds of high tech data. 

Big Bear raised its body temperature and gave Su Xiao Xiao a warm hug. 

Her face turned red and she couldn’t help feeling shy. 

This was her first time being in such a warm hug, she had never felt this before. 

“Ke, ke.” Nan Luo Ze awkwardly cleared his throat, “Isn’t this about done!” 

“Big Bear can feel a bit of anger from this gentleman.” Big Bear said with a cute look, “Is there anything 

you are dissatisfied with in terms of Big Bear?” 

“I’ve never been satisfied with you!” Nan Luo Ze pursed his lips. When he thought about how this robot 

hugged Su Xiao Xiao, there was a rage that filled his heart. 

He who was gentle and elegant lost to a robot. 

“Oh.” Big Bear replied before thinking for a while, “If this gentleman is dissatisfied, please don’t be angry 

with Big Bear because Big Bear’s system is set by the master!” 

This pot was thrown nicely! 

“……” In an instant, the one feeling helpless became Li Si Nai! 

The robot had to be reinstalled when he had time, it can’t be so ‘open’. 
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Moreover, the most important line was: It could never tell the secrets of its master! 

“Xiao Xiao, it’s your turn.” Luo Qing Chen pushed her hand as she looked at her. 

She never thought that Su Xiao Xiao would land on her! 

Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze thought that it would be a very boring question, what exciting questions could 

girls ask each other? 

Not to mention that Su Xiao Xiao was a boring girl, even Luo Qing Chen was thinking the same thing. 

After all, with her impression of Su Xiao Xiao, she would ask boring questions. 

-What colour do you like? 

-What pattern do you like? 

-What subject do you like? 

Or stuff like that! 

But Luo Qing Chen never would have thought that Su Xiao Xiao would ask her something that she never 

thought of. 

“Un.” She lowered her head and looked at Luo Qing Chen as she said with a chuckle, “Does Qing Chen 

like anyone?” 

“Ah?” 

“Damn!” Li Si Nai said. 

“Crazy!” Nan Luo Ze said. 

“Xiao Xiao……” Luo Qing Chen revealed a faint smile and looked at her slightly panicked appearance, “I 

really don’t know what your brain is thinking!” 

Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat and looked at each person’s face. 

They all had a faint expectation as they wanted to know the answer. 

“Ke, ke.” She cleared her throat before saying, “I’m not telling you.” 

She raised the wine glass on her right to finish it all in one sip. Big Bear on the side didn’t forget to add 

more wine for her as it added its ‘professional’ comment, “Yo, yo, check it out! Classmate Qing Chen 

really drinks quite well!” 

“……” She didn’t want to praise herself. The previous host didn’t go clubbing less than these two men, so 

her tolerance was very good! 

If she was bad at drinking, she wouldn’t need to swallow a hundred sleeping pills to go to sleep! She 

could just fall asleep with two glasses of wine! 
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Once she finished the wine, Luo Qing Chen’s face was still white without any flush at all. 

Even Nan Luo Ze was a bit surprised. 

He had always thought that there was an 80% chance that the two girls in front of him would fall with 

one glass, but he never thought it would be the remaining 20%. 

It was Luo Qing Chen’s turn and fated seemed quite coincidental as the person she picked was Li Si Nai! 

[It’s a one in four chance, there’s nothing coincidental about it!] The system gave a helpless shrug as it 

suddenly added this! 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen ignored her system and looked at Li Si Nai, “Do you know the difference between kissing 

and artificial respiration now?” 

[Ding, affection has increased by twenty. Mission completion rate is now 40%.] 

She didn’t think that a small question would add this much affection for her. 

Other than Li Si Nai, the others all looked at him in surprise. 

Especially Nan Luo Ze, his eyes were wide and his mouth were open, like he simply couldn’t believe it. 

In his heart, Luo Qing Chen was the only person who dared ask Li Si Nai this question. 

There were no changes with Li Si Nai’s expression, but his deep eyes became deeper like the vast 

universe with bits of sparkle in them. 

After a while, his slender finger took the wine glass and he said, “I’m not telling you.” 

Then he drank it all! 

Su Xiao Xiao on the side was a bit stunned as she said to herself: What is with these three people? 

They’re clearly simple questions, why do they keep drinking….. 

This time, it was Li Si Nai’s turn and the person he got was the person he wanted to get the most, Luo 

Qing Chen. 

Everyone looked at him with bated breath, even the dull Su Xiao Xiao had a look of expectation. 

Nan Luo Ze was even more so, as his ears were pricked wanting to hear Li Si Nai’s question as soon as 

possible. 

Li Si Nai raised a brow and because of the alcohol, there was a blush on his handsome face. At this 

moment, he was thinking of how she pulled his tie and moved closer to him. 

“You……” When he wanted to speak, Luo Qing Chen took the full glass of wine and drank it all, “Don’t 

ask, I definitely won’t answer!” 

“Si.” Nan Luo Ze took a deep breath as he looked at Luo Qing Chen in admiration. 

She really was the girl young master Li liked, she really…..was very different! 



“Luo Qing Chen, you…..” Li Si Nai was about to die from anger, but he couldn’t express his anger. He just 

bit his lip and angrily looked at her. 

“Li Si Nai, why are you even calling my surname!” Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows and pursed her 

lips under the urging on the wine, “How rude!” 

“You even called me with my surname!” 

“But you called my surname first!” 

“Yo, yo, check it out! Big Bear feels that both side are wrong, so you need to review and write this down 

so it won’t happen again in the future!” 

“……” Luo Qing Chen bit her lip and looked at Li Si Nai with a dissatisfied look, “When are you rebuilding 

your robot, it isn’t cute at all!” 

“……” Li Si Nai gave a proud snort before looking at her, “Tomorrow!” 

“But…..” Su Xiao Xiao gently patted Big Bear’s stomach and said in a sweet voice, “I feel that it’s quite 

cute.” 
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When she revealed that faint smile, it dazzled everyone. 

Of course, that didn’t include Li Si Nai. 

Because Li Si Nai had been staring at Luo Qing Chen alone the entire time. 

This truth or dare game came to the end of its ‘disguise’ here. 

Because everyone chose ‘dare’ after that and no one chose ‘truth’. 

It was worth mentioning that when Su Xiao Xiao drank her first glass, she fell onto the table, completely 

knocked out by the wine. 

But Luo Qing Chen took several drinks without her expression changing, there was just a faint blush on 

her face. 

But she couldn’t remember what happened next. 

She just knew that Big Bear brought bottle after bottle of red wine and she drank with Li Si Nai glass by 

glass. 

As for Nan Luo Ze. 

When Su Xiao Xiao fell drunk, he carried her to the sofa on the side. 

Then he sat on the floor by the sofa, holding a cup of red wine as he muttered to himself. 

That night passed just like that. 

When the sunlight of the next day fell onto Luo Qing Chen, she noticed that it was already 7:30! 
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“I’m late!” She suddenly jumped up and pulled Su Xiao Xiao who was rubbing her eyes while running 

towards her home. 

Li Si Nai just slowly opened his eyes and his hands were a bit numb. 

He seemed to have had a head leaning on his arm which was a bit heavy, but it also gave him a sense of 

peace. 

“What to do, Qing Chen, I don’t have a uniform.” 

“What to do, Qing Chen, I didn’t go back to the dorm last night.” 

“What to do, Qing Chen, are we going to be late?” 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen never thought that the silent Su Xiao Xiao would be this frazzled from being late….. 

“You shouldn’t be late.” Luo Qing Chen gave her the new school uniform as she said, “You can wear this 

first, we should be the same size.” 

Their time was too short. After brushing their teeth and washing their faces, they went out as soon as 

they put on lotion. 

But they never thought that when they got out, they saw two handsome figures that had been faster 

than them. 

Could it be that men were faster than women in any situation? 

Un, this was a question that had to be pondered! 

Sitting in Li Si Nai’s Porche, Luo Qing Chen suddenly found it a bit funny. 

They were enemies that had clashed a few days ago, but now they were going to school together. 

“Relax, you won’t be late!” Nan Luo Ze turned slightly to comfort Su Xiao Xiao sitting in the back seat. 

Luo Qing Chen could guess the reason why Su Xiao Xiao was nervous. 

It’s because the Royal Academy had an unwritten rule, any students who weren’t late in a month would 

receive a hundred yuan as an encouragement bonus. 

Of course one hundred yuan wasn’t considered important in this school, but it was a very high amount 

for Su Xiao Xiao. 

She wanted to use the hundred yuan to buy a hand warmer for her grandmother, so her grandmother 

could stay warm even in winter. 

Although Li Si Nai didn’t understand why Su Xiao Xiao was so nervous, with Luo Qing Chen urging him 

on, he kept speeding and reached the school as quickly as possible. 

7:55, they weren’t late. 

The people at the school gates kept entering, but they were stunned when they saw Li Si Nai’s Porsche. 
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“God, young master Li came to school so early today!” 

“This is my first time bumping into young master Li since I started here, I’m so excited!” 

“Lucky day, lucky day!” 

…… 

The gossipers took out their phones and wanted to take pictures of Li Si Nai when he came out. Mi Xue 

Na and Yan Shui Qing not far away also stopped before coming over. 

“Big sister Na Na, young master Li is so early today!” Yan Shui Qing tightened the scarf around her neck 

when she said this. 

Last night, her body and feet were all bitten by mice last night, so she had to quickly take several shots 

last night. 

She wanted to take a day off, but Mi Xue Na said they had to come to take care of those two 

commoners! 

“Ai, it’s a good thing I came today! Otherwise I would have missed young master Li!” Mi Xue Na inserted 

the hand bitten by the mice into her pocket as she headed towards Li Si Nai’s Porsche. 

Li Si Nai was the first one out before Nan Luo Ze in the passenger seat got out. 

These were the two school hunks of the Royal Academy, it was a rare thing to see. Everyone took out 

their phones and began taking pictures. 

“Ya, it’s young master Nan!” Yan Shui Qing called out as she waved her hand at Nan Luo Ze. 

Nan Luo Ze seemed to notice this voice. He slightly knit his brows and looked not far away before 

immediately turning away. 

But just this one look made Yan Shui Qing very excited! 

“Ah, ah, ah, big sister Na Na, did you see it? Young master Nan……Young master Nan looked at me!” For 

Yan Shui Qing who had once been Nan Luo Ze’s girlfriend for three days, this gaze was very special. 

“Ke, ke.” Mi Xue Na reluctantly said, “Yes, yes, yes.” 

Actually Mi Xue Na was a bit nervous since she and Yan Shui Qing were standing together. 

Nan Luo Ze had looked at Yan Shui Qing, but Li Si Nai didn’t spare her a glance…… 

“Aiya, big sister Na Na, don’t be unhappy.” Yan Shui Qing took out a mirror to look over herself as she 

said, “Maybe young master Li didn’t even look this way!” 

When she said this, there was a faint proud look in her eyes. 

It was like she was proud Nan Luo Ze looked at her and not Mi Xue Na. It was like she was saying, so 

what if you’re a first class rich young miss, you don’t even have love! 
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“Yan Shui Qing, what are you saying!” Mi Xue Na could hear the meaning in Yan Shui Qing’s words and 

unwillingly curled her lips, “You say it like young master Nan is specifically looking over.” 

While the two were secretly mocking each other, there was a ‘wa’ sound from in front that attracted 

their attention. 

When Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze got out, they went to the back seats and opened the doors. 

It was no one else that came out, it was the two thorns in their hearts, Luo Qing Chen and Su Xiao Xiao. 

“God, the girl beside young master Li, isn’t that the one from yesterday……” 

“Damn, could it be that her attack actually caught young master Li’s attention!” 

“I feel that such an aggressive girl is shameless, girls should be more reserved! Humph!” 

“What are you guessing, they are probably just taking advantage of the situation. Although young 

master Li has never been with girls, young master Nan has plenty of girls.” 

…… 

While everyone was discussing, Mi Xue Na and Yan Shui Qing’s expression became very ugly. 

“Damn! That trash commoner dares to take young master Li from me!” Mi Xue Na tightly bit her lip as 

she glared at Luo Qing Chen and muttered, “Just you wait!” 
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 “That cheap person! That disgusting commoner still wants to be with young master Nan!” Yan Shui 

Qing’s excellent mood crashed at this moment. 

Because this was the scene that had appeared in her fantasies. 

But the leads actually weren’t her to Mi Xue Na, rather it was those two…..those two commoners! 

“All of you shut up for me.” Li Si Nai’s cold eyes narrowed and a chill came from him. 

He indeed didn’t like hearing these strange people say that she wasn’t good. Even if he and she were at 

each other’s throats, he never said anything bad about her. 

How were these people qualified? 

When Li Si Nai’s voice fell, everyone became silent. Luo Qing Chen was too lazy to care, she just took Su 

Xiao Xiao’s hand as they walked into the school. 

She knew that the school’s gossip was about to explode. 

So no matter where she went, she would hear all kinds of whispers. Some were mixed, but most of them 

would be bad. 

But she was fine with this, since she liked to stand out in a crowd, being the center of attention. 

But Su Xiao Xiao…… 
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She wasn’t used to these gazes and all these whispers caused her heart to close even more as she 

became more nervous. 

“Ke, ke.” Teacher Gu talked about the school’s celebration from the front. The first thing was the 4 x 100 

meter relay and then it was about what the class would do for their cultural performance. 

“This time the relay is for girls, so girls who have participated once won’t need to participate.” Teacher 

Gu made changes on the list while speaking, finally deciding on the roster of their class’ relay team. 

It included Luo Qing Chen and Su Xiao Xiao. 

“What to do, I can’t run at all……” Su Xiao Xiao lowered her head which was filled with thoughts as she 

tightly clenched her hands together. 

She had been feeling very troubled over the past few days, people were pointing at her no matter where 

she went. When she was passing by the library yesterday, someone splashed mineral water in her face, 

but she could only stand there in a daze listening to the terrible words as she apologized in a small voice. 

When she went back to her dorm to rest, she found that her roommates who had used to talk to her 

ignored her. 

Although they were all normal students and they didn’t do anything excessive, the terrifying violence 

had hurt her heart even more. 

She didn’t dare tell Luo Qing Chen. She was afraid that after she told her, she would stand up for her 

without hesitation that would make her stand out even more. 

“Un, I can’t run either.” Luo Qing Chen said while shaking her head, “But there’s no way, since it’s not a 

competition, it is just an opening relay!” 

She didn’t care that much about these kinds of things. 

“But I feel that you can participate in the cultural performance.” Luo Qing Chen looked at her and said, “I 

heard that you’re really good at the harp!” 

Of course, she didn’t hear about this. Rather she had accidentally found Su Xiao Xiao’s certification while 

reading through a certain book. 

There were four big words on it that read: Tenth level harp playing. 

“Ah…..” She was taken aback. She clearly never thought that Luo Qing Chen would know about this, so 

she stuttered, “You can’t tell the teacher, I…..I don’t want to!” 

She was on the edge of a storm and for a poor, not pretty, and weak person like her, this kind of 

pressure pushed her to the edge. 

She didn’t want to add even more public opinion to herself. 
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Luo Qing Chen thought for a long time about how she could increase Su Xiao Xiao’s confidence, but it 

was already the hundred year anniversary. 

The 4 x 100 torch relay of the opening ceremonies were held every year, it represented youth and vigor. 

In the resting room, other than Luo Qing Chen’s group, the rest were all rich students. 

Including Mi Xue Na and Yan Shui Qing…… 

The two weren’t willing to participate in this event that existed for them to ‘show their dominance’, but 

when they heard Luo Qing Chen and Su Xiao Xiao were participating, they naturally wanted to do 

something. 

“Yo! Isn’t this miss commoner? You only know how to bury your heads into studying and earn tuition 

fees, do you even know how to run?” Mi Xue Na was dressed in the latest white exercise clothes with 

her hair slightly curled like a princess, it looked very expensive. 

Luo Qing Chen pulled Su Xiao Xiao behind her and said with cold eyes, “It seems like all those mice 

weren’t enough to keep you quiet. How about we switch to snakes next time?” 

“You cheap person, it really was you.” Mi Xue Na’s expression changed and she wanted to charge 

forward. 

But then she suddenly remembered the loss she took that day and couldn’t help holding her fist back. 

“Perhaps it was me, perhaps it wasn’t…..” Luo Qing Chen gave a cold laugh as her eyes filled with a chill, 

“Do you have proof?” 

Yes, she had no proof. 

She had gone through the surveillance in the cafe many times that day, but she never saw anyone 

approach them. 

The mice had just appeared out of space and dug into their clothes. 

When she thought about it, she felt her hairs stand on end. It was so disgusting….. 

“Good, good, good.” Mi Xue Na bit her lip and said, “Don’t blame me for reminding you, I can make the 

two of you disappear from the Royal Academy with my identity!” 

This wasn’t a joke. If it wasn’t for Li SI Nai and Nan Luo Ze protecting them, there was nothing she 

couldn’t do as the young miss of the Mi Group. 

It wasn’t too much even if she killed someone! 

“Oh?” Luo Qing Chen raised a brow, “Let’s wait and see!” 

She pulled Su Xiao Xiao’s hand and walked out. 

When they came out, the physical education teacher walked in. He was holding a stack of exercise 

clothes and running shoes, “Didn’t the principal say it already, the opening ceremony needs to be 

uniform. These are customized to the sizes of your school uniform, take it by your name, don’t make a 

mistake.” 



When the physical education teacher finished, Mi Xue Na had a slight glow in her eyes. 

She called out to Xiao Yu who was also a commoner, “You….come over here.” 

– 

When Luo Qing Chen and Su Xiao Xiao came back, there was no one left. 

There were only two white bags, one with Luo Qing Chen’s name and one with Su Xiao Xiao’s name. 

She knit her brows and looked over her clothes, but there didn’t seem to be any problems. 

But Su Xiao Xiao was lacking a pair of shoes. 

“It must be that Mi Xue Na and Yan Shui Qing.” Luo Qing Chen said with knit brows, “You wear my 

shoes, I’ll go find yours.” 

Those two idiots really wouldn’t give up without seeing a coffin. Why did she need to give these people 

a chance to jump? If this was a world with spiritual energy, she would take out the Exquisite Ring and 

take care of them! 

“That……” Su Xiao Xiao pulled on her clothes before shaking her head, “No need, I can run even wearing 

these.” 

Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 
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Luo Qing Chen never thought that Mi Xue Na’s mind wasn’t just simple enough to take Su Xiao Xiao’s 

shoes. 

When they were standing in the school yard, Xiao Yu suddenly gave the shoes to Su Xiao Xiao. 

Her actions were a bit unnatural, but Luo Qing Chen was two hundred meters away, so she couldn’t see 

clearly. 

But Su Xiao Xiao was very moved when she saw Xiao Yu. Xiao Yu was her roommate, but because of her 

relationship with Nan Luo Ze, the people in the dorm had ignored her. 

Now that Xiao Yu had suddenly brought her shoes back, naturally she was filled with joy. 

“Xiao Xiao, they threw your shoes in the trash earlier…..” Xiao Yu pursed her lips and her eyes trembled 

as she said, “I…..I helped you get them back.” 

“Thank……Thank you.” Su Xiao Xiao’s eyes misted over. Xiao Yu didn’t dare look into her eyes and turned 

to the side slightly. 

After handing her the shoes, Xiao Yu nervously ran off. 

Su Xiao Xiao couldn’t see anything wrong. She took off her tattered shoes and wore the running shoes. 

But when she put on the running shoes, her fingers trembled and she bit her lip. 

The soles of the running shoes were covered in glue and had firmly stuck to her feet while the two sides 

of the shoes were covered in thumb tacks. 
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As long as she didn’t run or move, her feet wouldn’t hurt. 

But there was still five minutes before the race, they would be considered disqualified if she didn’t run. 

No matter how miserable her family had been, her grandmother always told her that when god closes a 

door, he would definitely open a window for you. 

But she couldn’t seem to see the window. 

Actually she could escape at any moment, it would just be like before. 

Watching others laughing at her and hearing them taunt her. 

At the same time, there would be a shadow that would be cast over Class F again. 

She could be mocked, but she didn’t want people she cared about to be mocked. 

After all, that girl not far away was her only friend. 

She slightly knit her brows and made a bold decision. 

She carefully put the other white sneaker on and lowered her head so it couldn’t be any lower. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and knit her brows as she looked at Su Xiao Xiao who was two 

hundred meters away. 

Nan Luo Ze turned from Su Xiao Xiao to Luo Qing Chen and he mouthed: I think that something is wrong 

with Xiao Xiao, what is going on? 

Luo Qing Chen shook her head, signaling that she didn’t know. 

At the same time, Mi Xue Na and Yan Shui Qing were more shocked. 

They had changed their target from Luo Qing Chen to Su Xiao Xiao because Su Xiao Xiao was easier to 

trick. 

Xiao Yu was her roommate, so just based on this, it was very easy for her to have Su Xiao Xiao put on the 

‘shoes they had carefully prepared’, but they never thought that this would happen. 

Su Xiao Xiao actually didn’t back out, rather she put on both shoes! 

Mi Xue Na and Yan Shui Qing looked at each other with confusion. 

They thought that they could use this chance to let Class F, those commoners make fools of themselves 

in this opening ceremony. 

But they never thought it would be a miss. 

“Peng!” With a loud shot, Su Xiao Xiao and Yan Shui Qing waited at the third spot while Luo Qing Chen 

and Mi Xue Na waited at the final spot. 


